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Excellence in pump control
and packaged pump systems

CAP Industries is an Australian-owned and operated business 
supported by a well-established network of preferred suppliers, 
contractors and distributors. We work hard to maintain strong 
relationships within this network, which in turn ensures our
ability to consistently exceed customer expectations in terms
of delivery times, quality of goods and dependability.

We extend this commitment to our links with industry
associations and other authorities.
 
Contact us today to find out how we can work with you.
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“We are proud to be able to deliver solutions that 
surpass our customers’ expectations and confirm 
our commitment to being not only a supplier, but a 
motivated and enthusiastic partner in success.”

Bou Spithoven 
Managing Director

Industries & Markets

• Agriculture & irrigation

• Domestic water supply

• Turf watering & sports grounds

• Commercial water supply

• Industrial & process water

• Waste water & drainage

• Mechanical & building services

• Heating & ventilation services

Total system solutions
Combining our unique ‘total system approach’ with 
custom-built workshop and testing facilities to maximize 
your pumping investment– from system design to the 
integration and assembly of control solutions, filtration 
options, measuring equipment and other ancillary items.

Remote communication
Applying latest technologies to provide 
you with instant access to your pumping 
system – anywhere, anytime.
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Outstanding technical expertise
Working with you to share our outstanding technical 
expertise in the way that most suits your application, site 
considerations and business goals.

Advanced pump control
Delivering powerful yet easy to use pump 
control solutions that actively enhance 
the performance and reliability of your 
pumping system. 

CAP Industries are experts in pump control and pump systems. 
We design, assemble, commission and maintain pump controllers,
packaged pump stations and booster systems for a wide range
of industries.

From domestic water supply systems to large-scale agricultural,
irrigation and industrial solutions, our systems are well-recognised
for their outstanding performance, reliability and efficiency.

CAP Industries is an Australian-owned, family-operated business.
The company began in 1999 as a small engineering and fabrication
business and was formally established as CAP Industries in 2003
by Bou Spithoven – a specialist in pumps and pump systems with
over 20 years’ experience in both the Australian and
New Zealand markets.

Outstanding technical expertise and impartial, practical solutions
have quickly become the hallmarks of CAP Industries’ success. 

Today, our expertise is relied upon by a range of leading pump
manufacturers and distributors. Our solutions are installed in
projects ranging from Melbourne’s Kew Golf Course to the
Pandanas apartments in Darwin and more than 500 schools 
and community halls throughout Australia.

In addition to our customised solutions, CAP Industries
offers a wide range of standard pump controllers, pumps and
accessories. We hold accounts with all major pump suppliers
and are also proud to be:

• Australian distributor of the NAUTI range of inline pumps 
 and submersible pumps from ETech; 

• distributors of MAC3 level control and pump control products; 

• Irrigear loyal suppliers; and 

• active members of the Pump Industry Australia.

How can we work with you?

Working with industry Where expertise & innovation align


